
Grey skies, driving drizzle, and soft conditions underfoot meant we were never going to see a flowing festival of
champagne rugby on Sunday, but a 27-5 victory for Barnes ‘A’ against Old Wimbledonian Warriors, built on strong
phases and constant pressure can be a thing of beauty too. Against strong and physical opposition the team kept
their shape, kept their heads, and ground out two tries either side of half time to take a very satisfying victory in the
final round of Cup pool matches.

A highly dominant scrum put the opposition on the back foot, and the rush defence of the advancing Barnes
backline forced an error, ending in the ball falling into the hands of Sam J to dot down, 7-0 as Morgan’s metronomic
boot added the extras. The second try saw Rory touch down off the back of a driving maul, not for the first time this
season, in what is becoming a useful weapon for the team. Half time was less Agincourt and more keep-it-up, but
none the worse for it, and keep it up they did. Another driving maul in the corner almost saw Rory bag a second
before Hamish latched on to the recycled ball and burrowed over in the corner. Henry’s boot added a penalty to
keep the scoreboard moving, something our friends North of Hadrian’s Wall may wish to reflect on, before a final try
from the chip and chase saw a footrace between centres Anatole and Sam, with the latter winning by a nose.
 
There was a deserved consolation try for OW’s in the last move of the game, who had fought for every ruck and
every tackle throughout, but the scoreline reflected a Barnes team who won a good arm wrestle from 1 to 8 and
made their tackles well from 1-18. Some notable performances in the back three with Thomas A looking assured as
a makeshift fullback and Luke L putting in some rangy runs out wide. Max proving that the openside skillset is fully
transferable to prop, and Teddy winning the admiration of forwards for dealing with some messy ball in tricky
conditions from scrum half. (cont on Page 2). 
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U14S FOLLOW STOOP APPEARANCE WITH CUP VICTORY



Meanwhile on the adjacent pitch the U14Bs took on a strong Sutton
& Epsom B team, in a similarly physical and competitive match.
Although it ended 5-36 against us, the boys should be proud of
keeping the match really competitive to the end and giving S&E a
scare with the start of a come back after half time, especially given
the opposition had 2 or 3 powerful ball carriers of near-adult
proportions. That and a couple of rash decisions leading to
opportunistic tries was really all the difference between two teams
who played out a tough match; this group of players has come a
long way since last Autumn, with great spirit, on-field leaders and
fierce desire to defend as a team.
 
All this after 30 of the U14 squad and a large contingent of parents
came together at the Stoop on Friday evening to support the
England v Ireland Legends charity match, with the boys all getting a
few minutes match time at half time as the international vets took a
deserved and needed break! Pleased to report that the boys took
their opportunity on the Quins’ pitch to show some nice Barnes
passing moves in front of the watching stands.
 
With Cup pool matches complete, it’s on to Finals in a few weeks’
time with some work to do, but a satisfying day at the office on
Sunday to round off a successful pool stage and a great rugby
weekend. Well done boys.

U13S CONTINUE TO GROW IN BATTLE AGAINST ESHER 
The Under 13's travelled down to Esher for a hard fought match. Despte the poor conditions and an opposition
more suited to the heavy track than our sprightly athletes, the boys remained utterley commited throughout. The
coaches commented on how a couple of the players earlier in their rugby journey really stepped up, making vital
tackles and looking equally strong with ball in hand. Although finishing on the wrong side of the scoreboard, there
was plenty here to cheer about as they enter the last month of the season. 



Another great weekend,  with three full-strngth Barnes U12 Boys teams made the coaches (and their mothers!)
enormously proud.  Every child represented the club with the epitome of our values; TEAMWORK, RESPECT,
ENJOYMENT, DISCIPLINE, SPORTSMANSHIP. The more the season goes on, the stronger our teams become.

Golds lost 2-0 to Old Ruts, a much bigger team. Coach Russell said “ What a great game! The Golds were utterly
superb. Conditions favoured their big lads but our boys put in a huge shift. They tackled with commitment and played
excellent rugby whenever they had the bar of soap.” 

Reds: Won 1. Lost 1 in the Rapids Cup. Jim said “Great showing all round. The boys did us proud! .” Man of match
(Charlie), marshmallow challenge (Luke)! 

Greens - Won 5-4 vs Farnham, Tom said “The Band of Brothers have put in some good performances recently but this
was our best showing this season. The boys played like lions and won due to their teamwork. Literally every single boy
stepped up. They were exhausted at the end but their support of each other never wavered.”

U12 BOYS CONTINUE TO SHOW STRENGTH IN DEPTH  

The U12 girls looked to continue their unbeaten run
against 2nd placed Battersea Ironsides, coached by
former Barnes player Steve Cockle.. The girls had built
themselves up for a physical encounter and that’s exactly
what it turned out to be, with both teams putting their
bodies on the lines for their teammates. However, it was
Barnes that came out of the blocks faster, with our
defensive line-speed just too much for the opposition, first
of all forcing them backwards and then turning over to gift
us the first try. A minute later, the same happened again.
And then again. Despite courageous attempts to get the
ball wide, Ironsides just couldn’t escape the suffocating
defence. Under 12s rules, mean the official game stops
when a team takes a six try lead. 7-1 came just after half-
time - at which point, we continued on as a friendly. 

Steve posted on the Surrey Group after “Thanks Boris &
Barnes for great hospitality as always - what a team you
have, fair play”. 

We have one more pool match in a fortnight against
Farnham, however the girls are guaranteed to finish top of
their pool going into finals weekend in April. Onwards!

U12 GIRLS EXTEND RUN IN TOP-OF-THE-TABLE CLASH  

U15S REMAIN UNBEATEN WITH ONE TO PLAY  
Barnes U15s travelled to Chobham on Sunday to defend their unbeaten record in Division 2 of the Quins Cup. 
The weather was dreadful and both sides battled a close game. Barnes edging the game 10-14 with a league decider
in two weeks , away to Reeds. The improvement this group has demonstrated this season continues!



The U16s welcomed
Whitgiftian’s to Barn Elms on
Sunday. The coaches were
expecting a tough, physical
match and that is exactly
what was delivered. 

In wet and windy weather,
our boys thrived on the
physicalty to come-out 17-7
victors in a game played with
passion, grit, determination
and in the spirit of Barnes
Rugby. 

U16S START STRONG AND STAY STRONG 

Sunday in costa del Wimbledon. The sun shone, the Coke floats flowed and, given the quality of the tuition these last
few years, the coaches could sit back, saddle up in the budgie smugglers and enjoy the show from the deckchairs as
the kids organised themselves.Plip, plop, what was that? Splash back from another ice cube in my drink? Oh no, rain
drops down the back of my neck. And then I woke up and realised I was in conditions that pigs really do rather enjoy.
 
Barnes A got off to a nice start against Old Ruts A, who were of a similar standard and quality, but with better
execution we came through as winners. Battersea Ironsides B was always going to be a test and so it proved.  They
had a mighty fine team and were ruthless and robust, ripping, stripping and running hard round us and through us.  
We shed about 8 tries in the first half and dejection could easily have set in.  But the team rallied well and put up a
brave second half display, with at least 3 tries. It was a particular delight to witness Carys Lee steam round the boys
to score in the far corner.  Warlingham B and Wimbledon B followed, with the quality of opposition not so intense.
There were some lovely individual runs from Alex Etienne and Vera Kunze Acien getting to grips with the rucking and
winning some great ball for us and the all round play from Raphael Masselot, who combines individual brilliance with
great team player in every facet of the game.  There was a lot of good play, but we got stripped of the ball a little too
easily. It never stopped raining, it never warmed up and it got muddier but we had a good run out and there plenty of
smiles at the end.
.

U10S BRAVE BRUTAL CONDITIONS AT WIMBLEDON



The U8s must have slept soundly on Sunday night after a triple-whammy of rugby across the weekend. The fun
started on Saturday, with a special Six Nations championship played out throughout the morning. Although playing
against their mates, the competition was fierce, with some wonderful attacking rugby on show from all six teams. In
a false dawn of hope for coach JT, the Irish came out on top - but as the players charged around the clubhouse
afterwards, it was clear that rugby was the winner!

U8S HAVE A WIN, WIN, WIN OF A WEEKEND  

Then, on Saturday afternoon a small but mighty squad travelled just down the road at Rosslyn Park, for a mini
festival. Led by coach Tom Dehlson, it was always going to be an expansive, joy filled style of rugby being played -
and sure enough our players couldn’t keep the smiles of their faces as they ran in try after try. 

Still wanting more, Sunday saw the U8s taking three large squads to Wimbledon. Despite the appalling conditions, all
three teams played some brilliant flowing rugby, as well as showing some great organisation and defiance in defence.
Mostly though, they rolled around the mud laughing with their mates. Which, when you come to think about it, is what
it’s all about. An epic weekend for these boys and girls of Barnes and one that’ll stay in their memories forever. 


